As part of the Wood Badge training, patrols design and create service project items that benefit Scouters. When the six-day training ends, these projects are stored in the warehouse at the Scout Office.

All projects listed here are either missing pieces, missing entirely or needing to be updated.

If you know the whereabouts or history of a project NOT listed here, please contact Anita at the Council Service Center 319-862-0541 or anita.munson@scouting.org.

“Jeopardy” game board

(MISSING THE 80 question and answer cards and 8 heading cards, three template sheets to create your own game cards.) Bruce Lyon-T42, has recreated some of the missing pieces but if the Eager Beavers could provide the original game pieces we will restore the project.

This is a game board to play a game for Jeopardy. There is space for four categories and five questions in each category, plus a category title card. For Wood Badge the game cards written have categories of Cub Scout, Boy Scout, Varsity, and Venturing answers and questions. Users can create their own cards using the paper templates included to adapt to any learning situation. Each peg should hold two cards. The lower card shows the answer to be read to the player (Jeopardy style). The higher card should have the point value facing the players and the question-response on the back side, so only the moderator can see it. The board has a hinged easel on the back so it can be set on a tabletop.

Equipment: Display board with hinged easel, 80 question and answer cards and 8 heading cards for two rounds of play, three template sheets to create your own game cards.

Patrol: C-10-09 Eager Beavers
“A Solid Foundation for Scouting” house
(Handouts will need to be rewritten and reprinted to reflect current prices.)

This is a visual demonstration piece to assist in fundraising for Scouting. The handout compares the strong foundation of a house to funding a strong foundation in Scouting to build leaders of tomorrow.

Equipment: Foundation House, handouts and CD-ROM (circa 2006), easel

Patrol: Screaming Eagles C-10-05

“Leadership Recruiting” tri-fold display board

Useful for recruiting adults, this display board displays the typical positions within a Scouting unit. Cards (4” x 6”) are inside plastic sleeves, which allow names to be written with dry-erase marker when the position is filled. Position description cards are provided to hand out to potential candidates.

The sleeves and some cards have magnetic backing, and more magnets are provided. Blank cards are provided to include tasks specific to a unit or a community. This project is mobile, durable, easy to use, and descriptive. Parents can see at a glance what it takes to run a pack and how many are already involved.

Currently, there are some title cards missing that could easily be duplicated. The display board, coated in metal paint, is missing. Many white-boards now accept magnets, so the cards could work with your own board.

Equipment: Most of the original position title cards and description cards, extra 1” magnets, blank cards, file card box.

Patrol: C-10-09 Bears
Flag Etiquette display kit

A wooden case opens to provide the tools to teach aspects of flag etiquette to Scouts. Once opened, the “floor” made of pegboard allows for placement of flag poles, dais, and podium. The “wall” is covered in felt and holds flags displayed horizontally or vertically. The kit provides a small flagpole with rope and pulleys to demonstrate the raising and lowering a flag, and small flags for young Scouts to practice two-man folding. This project is self-contained, portable, and user-friendly.

Equipment: Case, dais, podium, a variety of flags on poles, medium flags, pole and rope, instructions and examples sheet.

Patrol: C-10-09 Owls

“A Community of Scouting” display cards

A series of photos and graphs, laminated and mounted on foam core and backed with hook and loop fasteners for use on a felt display board (not included). Data depicts all twelve qualities of the Scout Law. Copies of a Power Point presentation are included.

Equipment: Photos and graphs, Power Point handouts.

Patrol: C-10-05 Agile Antelopes

“Scouting – A Life-Long Journey” Tri-Fold with Mobile

This display features a tri-fold board detailing the opportunities for all ages within Scouting. Included is a motorized mobile and stand and a photo box showing many Scout activities. Currently, it is uncertain how to attach the photo box to the mobile.

Equipment: Tri-fold display, mobile, wooden stand, four-sided photo box, contained in two gold fabric drawstring bags.

Patrol: C-10-05 Bears
“Scouting is a Lifelong Journey” wooden display board

(CURRENTLY MISSING PARTS)

This project appears to be a display board to highlight opportunities within the four programs of Scouting: Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, Varsity, and Venturing. There are no extra pieces or instructions. If anyone has more information about this service project, please contact the Scout Office.

Equipment: display board with labels and hooks

Patrol: C-09-07 Slap Happy Beavers

Mystery Project

(INFORMATION CURRENTLY MISSING)

Also in the Scout Warehouse is this project. Its purpose is unknown. If you have any information about this project, please contact the Scout Office.

Patrol: Eagles
Wood Badge Service Project

Non-physical Wood Badge Projects

General Recruitment Guide

Patrol: C-10-09 Antelopes

Presentation on HHCSR Facilities: Allsop Center and Climbing Tower

This project is a Power Point presentation detailing the amenities of the Allsop Center and the Climbing Tower at the Howard H. Cherry Scout Reserve.

Patrol: C-10-09 Foxes
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